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Art Safari
It’s been an adventurous first half of our Art Safari class. We have traveled around the world looking for the most interesting
creatures it has to offer. We have visited the Galapagos Islands and created our own tortoises, visited China and its giant
pandas, and just got back from Northern Canada where we searched for red foxes.
Students have strengthened their geography skills each week. We often start class discussing the animal we’ll be creating and
where it can be found in the world. We talk about their habitat and the land itself, whether it be a wetland that flourishes with
intricate plants and wildlife, or a more desert area where cactuses and our animal of the week thrives.
A more hands-on skill I’ve seen massive improvement in is cutting skills. We often work with construction paper to create our
projects and cutting can be a hurdle for some students. However, I’ve had to help students less and less in terms of starting the
cutting or even making the objects for them to trace. This confidence is a great indicator that students should be close to
experts by the end of the class.
Another skill I’ve watched students grow is in their gluing skills. A lot of our projects include gluing on ears or noses, and
even popsicle sticks when we make our creations into masks. Students have become more aware on the amount of glue
needed to ensure that their project stays together and is not too wet by the end of the class.
The next few weeks we’ll be headed underwater, creating large and small underwater creatures, so I’m excited to dive in!
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Bricks 4 Kidz: Jurassic Brickland
The students have been having a blast in their Bricks 4 Kidz class over the last few weeks.
We have created so many great projects thus far in our Jurassic Brickland. So far the
students have been focusing on creating different dinosaurs. We have created a t-rex,
triceratops, and pterodactyl! We have also created our own Gyrospheres out of legos! At
the end of each class, students are give some time to express their creativity and have free
play with legos.

Bricks 4 Kidz: Ticket to Ride
Each week the students are ready to get a ticket to the greatest amusement park rides ever:
the ones being created in this class! The group has great energy and do well working
together to create new amusement rides. So far we have created loop de loop, dragster,
carousel, and swing-a-ramas. At the end of each class, students are give some time to
express their creativity and have free play with legos which gives them a chance to create
their own amusement park rides!

Baking 101
Our bakers have been whipping up some seasonal treats, including apple strudel and
pumpkin bread. As always, each student in this class makes a small batch, and learns the
entire process from measuring to mixing to baking. And this year we're also learning to
wash dishes!

Basic Tae Kwon Do
The Fall Taekwondo Enrichment Program has been super exciting, to say the least.
Students have been participating in drills to help increase their strength, flexibility, and
coordination. Best of all, we have been learning proper Taekwondo kicks, form and
self-defense techniques. In the next few weeks, we will be working with students to
memorize their form and self-defense technique without assistance from the instructor We
are positive that each and every student in our program will master their skill level.

Beginning Knitting
Beginning students have decorated cloth bags and made their own needles. They've also
learned to cast on and are starting to knit. Our new knitters have made terrific progress
acquiring a skill that takes patience and practice. More experienced knitters have started
projects, and they help inspire the beginners!

Boys Will Run
This year in Boys Will Run, we have been working on student-led warm-ups, along with
getting in some exciting runs around Tenleytown averaging about 2-3 miles per session.
We spent one morning on the Glover Park trail system, showing our runners the difference
between road running and trail running. During indoor sessions, we work on Crossfit-style
workouts involving strength training and bodyweight exercises to improve overall
conditioning. Our group of 20+ runners has been enjoying the warmer weather and
camaraderie, improving individually while cheering on their fellow athletes. We are
looking forward to challenging ourselves even more as temperatures get colder in the
months ahead!

Chess Wizards
Most of the kids at Janney are beginner-level, with a couple of intermediate students. The
recent lessons have been about understanding check, how to get out of check (run, block,
take), and getting checkmate. Usually Nick will work with the students who are still
learning the rules, and John will monitor/help out with all the kids who are able to play full
games of chess. The kids have been really great to work with!

Creative Writing
Creative Writing students learn to explore and utilize their own unique voice! Every
Friday, the class tackles new concepts and ways of expressing ourselves - - experimenting
with different avenues such as comics, autobiography and fantasy. In each new world we
create through writing, students become empowered with the ability to choose the best
way to tell their story.
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Drawing Cartoons & Comics
These artists are so creative and really use their imagination to help develop their
characters and stories. We have worked on various projects so far such as: drawing facial
expressions and emotions, animals, and Chibis ( Japanese style characters with big heads
and small bodies). We have also worked on character development in their stories and
learning strategies how to continue the storyline in their comics. Since Halloween was last
week, students used their creativity to create cartoon Halloween creatures.
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Enchanted Adventures
First off, I’d like to thank you for signing your kids up for this magical class! Your kids have been an absolute blast these past
couple of weeks and I am looking forward to the weeks to come!
We’ve created many intricate art projects over the past couple of weeks but just two of the fan favorites were the Dancing
Fairy Wands we created out of construction paper, popsicle sticks, and string and our Garden Gnomes constructed of popsicle
sticks, magic jewels, and googly eyes.
It’s been amazing watching the kids grow skill wise. Because our first few projects focused a lot on cutting construction
paper, I watched a lot of the older students help the younger students with these steps. (Just to note – the more students asked
each other for help, the more “pleases” and “thank you’s” were spread around the room, which was great to hear!) As the
weeks continue, I’ve watched the younger students become a lot more confident in their cutting skills, up to the point that
they feel confident cutting other materials as well.
Students have also built skills in using their imagination. Each week I announce to the class the project and then the materials
we’ll be using. At the beginning of the class, the students always questioned how the project would come out, but now they
are more excited than doubtful about the outcome of their creations!
Students should look forward to next couple of weeks! We will be creating more mystical projects such as gnome homes,
unicorn headbands, and mermaid bracelets!
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Entrepreneurship
In this program, the children use workbooks and work on a different aspect of the business they chose each week. Students will help
each other to create a business that is one they will enjoy doing and can be sustainable.
Week 1, Understanding of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs, basic understanding of brainstorming
Week 2, Focused on how to create a business through brainstorming an idea, passion, interest, hobby or problem
Week 3, By the end of the session each student named their business idea and established a business identity.
Week 4, The children focused on branding their businesses and designing logos and slogans
Week 5, Identified marketing channels for attracting customers
Week 6, Identifying material and supplies needed for the business (basic business finance)

Fencing
Each week the kids have practiced the proper fencing stance. Kids spend time at the
beginning of the class working on there forward attacking footwork as well as defensive
retreating footwork. After practice and review are over the kids "duel" each other keeping
points - the first opponent to three points wins the match. I encourage the students to
shake hands afterward. We have played other games incorporating fencing themes like
Sharks and Minos, Capture the Flag, and fencing tournaments. After each class, I award
the best fencer a special black color saber for the student to have the following class. The
students and I have had a really fun time in the class and it's my pleasure to teach them the
art of sword fighting.

Flagstar Football
Flag Star football is about two things: getting better and having fun. The students in this
after school program are exceeding expectations in both of these categories.
We have been having a great time playing football. The kids come out with high energy
and are PUMPED UP to play. Our normal day consists of a pass loop warm up. The
objective here, catch a TON of balls (and drop a bunch of balls too, we can only get better
by trying and making mistakes!). We then run different flag football drills, which focus on
important skills like, flag pulling, agility, 1-on-1 situations and, of course, teamwork! We
also get to play a scrimmage at the end of the day, where we work on offensive plays and
game situations.
We are going to keep working hard, hustling, and getting better every day we are out there!

Floor Hockey
The first week of class was all about the rules! No high-sticking was the main stress point.
The students no that if they break a rule in the hockey class they get sent to the penalty box
for -2 minutes. The class is full of a fun group of kids with one brave girl in the class!
The kids pick teams and they play for the "Stanley cup" after the kids duke it out for the
cup they finish class with a penalty shoot-out where everyone gets an opportunity to score
against two of the best goalies in the class. The kids have been really enjoying hockey and
I hope that they will sign up for the winter season!

French Cooking
Students have turned into great chefs this fall and learning some French at the same time.
Each class students are able to practice this French with me and learn how to make
common French dishes. These chefs have created croque madame (a grilled ham and
cheese sandwich), sweet crepes, and gâteau à la crème vanille (cake with vanilla ice
cream). The gâteau à la crème vanille lesson was in 2 parts. In the first week, I instructed
the students on how to create the recipe while students watched. The following week,
students were put to the test and create the recipe on their own while I supervised but did
not really assist and they did amazing! The recipe came out exactly the same and the
students were able to work as a team to create the delicious dessert!
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Fused Glass & Amazing Art (Monday)
The projects your artists have worked on the past few weeks include:
Running water color “This Is Me Frames”
Fused glass and wood treasure boxes
Glass and water color magnets
Creativity is running high and each artist is challenging themselves to explore
different art forms and styles. Over the next few weeks students will be
incorporating fused glass into their projects!

Fused Glass & Amazing Art (Monday) Photos

Fused Glass & Amazing Art (Wednesday)
The projects have worked on the past few weeks include:
Running water color “This Is Me Frames”
Fused glass and wood mini blocks
Letter creations
The creativity of this group is outstanding! Each artist takes projects in stride and
try to challenge themselves through exploring new art styles. Over the next few
weeks students will be creating more fused glass projects!
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Glow Light Dance Party
In our Glow Light Dance Party Class students have been learning dances the first half of
class to songs such as In My Feelings, Finesse, Old Town Road, Happy, and more. Kidz
Bop versions are used on songs where the original is not appropriate. The 2nd half of class,
the kids play games such as follow the leader where students have to be able to come up
with creative movements on the spot and other students have to follow then. They have
also played games such as hot potato, and freeze dance. During the half mark of class
students get finger lights to help ignite more excitement and enthusiasm around dance. In
the following weeks the format of the class will remain the same, but they can look
forward to new games and new dance routines!

Harry Potter Master Engineering
We are delighted to share an update from the Harry Potter Master Engineering class. The students have been learning
engineering principles while creating different projects inspired by the Harry Potter stories.
Hogwarts Express: Students used pull-back motors to power their version of Hogwarts Express! They added extra
cars, extra decorations, and tested performance.
Diagon Alley Store Fronts: Students used brick modelling and overlapping to create a Lego version of Diagon
Alley! This was a great opportunity to work as a group to create a scale model.
Hagrid Motorbikes: Students created the memorable three-wheeled motorcycle and sidecar, using a box frame and
a pull back motor, and they added character modelling.
Hogwarts Dorm: An elaborate structural build involving brick modelling, pivoting connections, and creativity!
Quidditch Chaser and Goal Post: Students tested their Quidditch skills using this mechanical thrower! Elastic
power and a lever, helped to launch their Quaffle through the goal-post!
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Hip Hop Dance Revolution
Teaching at Janney is definitely a treat this season as this is one of the best classes I have
had in the area! The class keeps the students moving and grooving throughout the whole
class teaching them sequenced dance routines. All and all the students have loved the class
and have gotten a crazy work out in the process. Students are asked to show off their
moves when they get home! I am looking forward to continuing out the rest of the season
and show off our moves at our performance at the end of the session.

iCook
Our chefs have been cooking and creating some super delicious AND healthy
recipes! We have a rule in our class: we have to try it at least once. This gives
students the chance to try something that they think they may not like but
then end up loving! We have created no bake mini carrot cake, fudgy pumpkin
brownies, ratatouille, and more. For Halloween yesterday, our chefs created
some extra spooky recipes like chocolate crescent witches hats and
Frankenstein avocado toast.

Inﬁnity & Beyond
So far we our scholars have learned about Constellations, Comets, Solar Systems, and Jet Packs! Scholars have been working on some
great projects.
Constellations:
We know that constellations are a cluster of stars that form imaginary lines and shapes. Your scholars knew about the Big and Little
Dippers. The teacher drew outlines of constellations and the scholars put in the stars.
Comets
Scholars learned that a comet is a chunk of ice, rock and gas flying through space. That it is has a nucleus and three tails. They made
comets on a stick by using a Popsicle stick, and red, gold, and silver ribbon for the tail of the comet. The scholars made the nucleus
using aluminum foil.
Solar System
Your scholars created a Solar System using egg carton cups for the planets. A sun was drawn and chosen for the Solar System as well.
Your scholars filled the black skies with a multitude of stars then strategically placed their chosen planets.
Jet Packs
The teacher read “How to be a SuperHero.” To help them fly around the classroom your scholars attached fire to their already made jet
packs using red, yellow, and orange tissue paper. The teacher tied on the jet packs and off they flew!
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Intro to Pre-Ballet
We have been having a lot of fun in our Pre Ballet class this term! We start off our class
with stretches and slowly warm our bodies up to be able to dance safely. All dancers have
learned how to correctly sit and gracefully stand up like a ballet dancers. Dancers have
learned a few positions of the feet as well as the five arm positions. Once we stand up off
the floor the dancers practice their plies, tendues, piques and small jumps. We also go
across the floor doing steps like ballet walks, tippie toe walks, marches, and leaps. The
class has been ending with free dancing to music from classic ballets. In the next coming
weeks the dancers will be learning a short dance to music from The Sleeping Beauty
ballet.

Jewelry Creations
Jewelry classes allowed students to work their imagination and to create unique, memorable masterpieces.
Students learned step by step the basics, easy and fundamental techniques on how to make fabulous jewelry
designs with wire/cable, and beads. Also, they grasped how to attach beads with solderless/cable linking
techniques to master rings, earrings, bracelets, necklaces, pendants, and other free projects (Halloween masks
and more).
The classes also covered how to make a coil, spiral, and loop with a particular design using round nose
pliers, flat nose pliers & wire cutters.
For the upcoming weeks will introduce more technique, designs and more free style projects
1. Wire Jump rings, clasps, earwises – (earrings) free style
2. Paper beads jewelry (necklace and bracelet ) - free style
3. Wire wrapping with stone (pendants or ring) free style
4. Free styles
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Kickball
The class starts with the kids running the bases as a warm-up. After the coach picks two
captains for the week the two chosen representatives get to pick their teams. The class has
a fun social and competitive taste to it. We encourage the students to cheer on there
teammates and show good sportsmanship to the opponent. We are looking forward to
finishing up the season as the students are starting to grasp the tag-up rule.

Mad Science: Crazy Chemworks
Hello Chemists!! So far the students have worked on Ph Factors, Slime time and Chem in a flash.
pH Phactor
Slide down the colorful pH scale and dip into the world of acids and bases! Explore the pH extremes with your
Reaction Tube kit in what is sure-to-be a popping experience! Discover whether liquids found in your home are acids
or bases using your personal pH Paper!
Slime Time
Ooze into a gooey hour of sliming around! Create slime using the Mad Science recipe, and then enter the Slime
Olympics! Take home your own creation of slime in a Mad Science Activity Cup!
Chem in a Flash
Hop on board the chemistry express for a high-speed science experience! Perform instantaneous experiments in this
fast-paced class on split-second reactions that go like mad! Pick up an Action Flask kit and have a blast!

Mini Med School
Scholars have been learning so much about the medical field! They have made first aid
kits, listened to their hearts and lungs with a stethoscope, and made their own stethoscopes
to go in their first aid kits. Scholars learned about bones and tried to guess how many
bones are in the human body. They also learned about Stitches. They performed their own
stitching by using a cut out hand with holes and a red scratch that needed to be stitched.
Using their plastic needles they stitched the cut hand. They have also learned how to
bandage up friends, such as Humpty Dumpty! The teacher read the book “Ambulance in
Action,” which tells the story of what an ambulance and other emergency vehicles do to
help people who have been hurt in an accident. The scholars were given a drawing of an
ambulance and told to decorate their ambulances any way they wanted. They were very
creative. It would be wonderful to see real ambulances driving by decorated with some of
your scholars’ designs.
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More than a Lemonade Stand
In the More Than A Lemonade Stand program, each week we will talk about ways we can make money and each week we will make
something that can be sold or learn a skill that we can earn money by doing.
During week 1, we learned the introduction and basic understanding of the concept: Entrepreneurship. What is entrepreneurship? How
can we create a product or develop a service that will help us earn money? We also completed handmade bracelets!
Week 2, Introduction and basic understanding of concepts: Internet, eCommerce, Etsy. What is the Internet? What is eCommerce? What
is Etsy? How can we sell a product we make online? We made refrigerator magnets!
Week 3, Introduction and basic understanding of the concept: brainstorming. What is brainstorming? We made our favorite: Slime!
Week 4, Introduction of the concepts: brainstorming a business idea - Completion of the ninja stress balls
Week 5, Introduction and basic understanding of the concept: service business - We learned some magic tricks!
Week 6: Introduction and basic understanding of concepts: Inventor and invention - Creation of our own inventions!

Ocean Adventures
Ocean Adventures delves into the fun of imagination! In Ocean Adventures we have
discovered how to use our bodies to create and move like sea creatures, and we have even
created tableaux of sea creatures (frozen picture). The students have worked together to
create an ocean soundscape with their voices. We have learned about how sea creatures
move to how they make noise. One of our goals in ocean adventures is to work together to
create art.

Origami Workshop
In Origami Workshop, we have put all our folders together to learn from each other, books,
the teachers, our middle-school helpers, diagrams and videos. We are learning how to build
many models from a base of a few folds, like the Kabuto base and the pinwheel base.
Some like to invent their own models. This day many of us were trying out Storygami,
where you tell a little story to go along with the folding. We will experiment with small
papers and one day soon with giant papers!

Realistic Drawing
At the realistic drawing class, students were drawing from models rubber duckies, self
portraits ( looking at themselves with mirrors)
They also draw pumpkins and colorful fall leaves. Students work with oil pastels, color
pencils crayons and pencils.
They are learning how to shade and look at models.

Robotics Workshop
Lego robotics allows your child not only be creative they learn about parts of a robot such
as gears and pulleys. They have been building with a partner and some solo robotics , they
have to learn to be patient while reading directions and pricing a robot together others
build robots freely. As the instructor I encourage both reading the booklet as well as
building a robot on their own. What students have to look forward too is a “robot contest”
as they all know we are all winners they choose the most creative robot !

Scrabble
Scrabble has been going great! Students have been learning about the different points that
one may receive in scrabble and how the game runs. They are challenged each week in
trying to create larger words or strategizing on how to gain the most points. Each week
students rotate their partner on who they play against, it is a great way for students to get to
know one another and learn different techniques in the class.

Simple Cooking
Children in Simple Cooking have practiced cutting fruit, rolling dough, and measuring
ingredients. We've made cinnamon snails, homemade pumpkin pasta, and apple crisp.
This week we're going mix up our own pretzels!

Soccer I&II
We hope the children are enjoying their Fall soccer at Janney Elementary. Below are
activities designed to empower each child to want to continue to play and participate in the
beautiful game: Mastering coordination with and without a soccer ball, Team Work with
and without a soccer ball, Foot Skills with the soccer ball using many fun exercises, Small
sided scrimmages and team games, Safe, High Energy, Fun Filled hour with
activities/exercises designed with the younger child in mind.
Coach Nick speaks very highly of the engagement in all activities from the students and
praises their application and energy over recent weeks. The children continue to be
energized and we hope that they are all enjoying their soccer on Monday/Wednesday
afternoons.

Sports & Movement
Over the past 3-4 weeks we have been working on a lot of movement and sports. We have
played football, working on catching the ball and throwing. We have played soccer,
working on foot coordination. We have also a variety of other games that work on
teamwork, hand-eye coordination, and agility.
In the next few weeks we will continue to play soccer and football. We will also add
baseball into the mix. Our main goal of this class is for children to have an introduction to
a variety of sports, have fun, and get their energy out.

Storytelling Artists
These past few weeks working with your storytelling and artistic students has been such as fun experience! We’ve read many different books ranging
from fictional ones about a colorful, checkerboard elephant (Elmer and Wilbur by David McKee) to more non-fictional books, such as a young girl
that goes to an art museum and learns about pointillist artist, Georges Seurat (Katie’s Sunday Afternoon, James Mayhew). With these stories, we base
our art projects to make fun and original creations. So far, we’ve made pieces such as elephant mobiles, pointillism art, seashells, and more.
I’ve watched the kids grow in their focusing skills when working on more challenging projects that include painting. I often explain to them that
when painting, it can be hard to fix mistakes because paint can be more permanent than marker. Therefore, they must be careful in how they use their
paintbrushes. It’s fascinating to watch them work and the room to grow quiet so that they are centered on their work.
With mistake making comes what I like to call “happy accidents,” or accidents we can use to make our art even better. This is where I see growth in
the students’ creativity. Just a few weeks ago we created clams, and when a student thought her clam was too small, she decided to make it into a
small purse instead, which I had never thought about doing. The other students often come up with their own fun, creative twists to projects that
make them even cooler than I imagined!
Finally, I’ve seen the students grow in their interest in reading. While the students’ reading levels range, all the students are always very tentative in
the book I choose for the week, no matter the skill level. They often ask if we can read more than one book, which makes me very excited that
they’re willing to learn more from the materials we base our projects on!
The coming weeks ahead we have some great projects planned such as Galaxy paintings, birdhouses, and popsicle stick puzzles. I can’t wait to see
how these projects turn out!
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Storytime Yoga
We have been enjoying a short meditation at the beginning of the yoga practice. The kids
are very excited when they come in and after they get a chance to share what's on their
minds - we have about 2 minutes of silence - where they are beginning to find the time to
catch their breath.
We always enjoy learning new poses, moving around in a playful manner, and read a
mindful story. By the end of the class they really enjoy the savasana or relaxation and
some enjoy a short foot massage. The kids are lively and lovely!

Super Sleuths
Our sleuths have been learning the skills needed to solve a crime!
Fingerprints, Fingerprinting, and Footprints
Each scholar dusted for fingerprints using baby powder, paint brushes, and tape. It was a fun exercise to find fingerprints all around the
classroom. We discussed how footprints can help Crime Scene Investigators find a culprit of a crime. Each scholar took their own
footprints using flour and black paper. Each had to guess whose footprint was whose. Investigators can also tell the height of a suspected
criminal by the length of his foot. The length of a person’s foot is approximately 15 percent of his or her height. The scholars took this
test by measuring their height and foot length. It worked!
The Science of Blood Splatters.
We discussed facts about blood and the physics of blood splatter. We made fake blood using low glycemic sweetener from apples, water,
and red food dye. With the fake blood we used droppers to drip the fake blood from different heights to observe the size and shapes of
the blood splatters on cardboard and plastic.
Senses.
Forensic scientists and detectives use their senses to solve crimes. Scholars used sight and touch to observe a crime scene against the
teacher (she was robbed!) then record what they have seen. Scholars had to guess what was in her evidence bag. They wrote on
notecards what they thought was taken from the teacher. The next exercise focused on the sense of sight. There were a number of items
placed in a bin covered by a cloth. Students were allowed a three minute glance and tried to remember what they saw. The last exercise
tested their sense of touch. Students were blindfolded and asked to touch items from the bin and guess the identity of each item.
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TopNotch Tennis I&II
Our tennis superstars are doing great this Fall! One of the biggest struggles for kids starting out
is getting themselves comfortable on the court. If they are able to move around comfortably,
they are more likely to be successful and have fun playing Tennis. We use many games like Red
Light Green Light to work on their acceleration and deceleration. We have been playing many
games to help focus on footwork and coordination by moving to the ball as it comes. They also
learned more on the Forehand the one of the most recognizable strokes in Tennis! After a few
practice swings, to give them a feel for the motion, we will implement some fun interactive
games that will put an emphasis on the forehand stroke. Students also received an introduction
to the backhand! This is not an easy stroke as students have to use the opposite hand from their
dominant side. This tends to be one of the more difficult shots to teach, so we will spend 5 or so
extra minutes on just the basics of the shot. They soon were able to learn how to use the
forehand and backhand stroke in an alternating pattern.

Watercolors
So far in our class, we have done many exciting projects with watercolors! We have
experimented with items like salt, stickers, tape, and crayons to see the effects they have
when painting with watercolors! In our most recent project, we first used crayons to draw
pictures of fall things - pumpkins, trees, Halloween, spiderwebs, and more. After using the
crayons, we then painted over it with watercolors and watched how the drawings remained
untouched by the paint! The kids used very vibrant colors and used their very vivid
imagination to think of ideas for at least two paintings in one class! This has by far been
their favorite class so far, and they were very excited when they heard their Photographs
were going to end up in the Newsletter!
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Woodworking
This year’s class has a nice mix of students from Grade 3 through 5. The younger children
learning to measure and cut wooden parts while the 5th graders help them lay out and
assemble. We are currently working on a difficult puzzle box and hope to have everyone
bring theirs home this week.
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World Cooking
The cooking class starts with a must needed handwashing session. Students then settle in
and the instructor will go over the recipe for the day. Students are encouraged to take note
of each ingredient to make for there families on the weekends! The class also aims at
teaching students about various cultures where the specific recipe comes from. After the
cooking is over the kids help clean up the mess. Ms. Moody loves working with the Janney
students and has a niche for teaching the younger kids.

World of Wizards
Your scholars have shared much of their wizard knowledge, they knew more about wizards and
mystical creatures than their teacher! Each scholar has received a wizard scroll accepting them
into the World of Wizards. They received a dowel to make their wands using markers, feathers,
glitter glue, ribbon, and other crafty items to decorate their wands. They also created and
designed their Wizard Books, which they will document all their Wizard activities. Your
scholars have concocted their own magic potions using water, Phoenix tears (food coloring),
glitter and glitter glue, Alka Seltzer, glycerin, shaved unicorn horns (sequins), bat wings
(feathers), which made a sleep potion, a living potion, an awake potion, and more! Wizards and
Witches have had the chance to decorate their hats and robes! They even created wonderful
mystical pets. The Wizards and Witches decorated dragon eggs by molding clay around a
dragon into the shape of an egg and then decorate the egg. They put their creative minds to work
and made dragon nests, and other dragon lairs.
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Yoga w. Ms. Meshberger
In yoga, we have been working on the core poses: Mountain, Waterfall, Plank, Upward
Dog, and Downward Dog as well as Warrior 2 and 3. We will continue refining our body
positions in these poses as well as learn new ones. Other poses we have learned have been
through our themes: Ocean, Fall, Farm, and Magical Creatures. Finally, we are working on
bringing what we have learned about balance, breathing, and focus off our mat into our
daily lives. For example, "pushing away distraction" during an academic block in the
school day, evening our breathing when upset, and working to better the "other side" (or
things we need to improve on). Namaste!

